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I was born and raised in Hungary. I went to medical school and obtained my M.D.
degree, after which I chose a scientific carrier and worked for many years in basic 
neuroscience research in different parts of the world, including Tokyo, New Or-
leans, and finally at the Janelia Farm Research Campus of the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute (HHMI) in Virginia. However, beside my scientific curiosity, I was 
always eager to do something with my own hands. I started to work with wood 
at age 10. During my years in medical school I also began to work with stone. In 
1999, I made my first public stonework, a coat-of-arm, which was set up in a public 
square of my hometown Pecs. While I lived in New Orleans, I made a bronze plaque 
commissioned by the local Hungarian community (2001), displayed at Lafayette 
Square. I have also created many smaller artworks from granite and marble for 
private commissioners. 
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Janelia Research Campus, where I worked for five years, also commissioned two 
big art pieces: The Butterfly, made of granite, stands in the campus garden (2010), 
while a big kinetic sculpture (Birth of an idea, 2015) is hanging from the ceiling 
of an indoor lounge area. In 2011, I moved back to Budapest, Hungary with my 
 family. My wife runs a neuroscience lab, where I do research part time. In my art 
studio, I work mostly with stones, but I made small and big installation works from 
small painted wood pieces with copper wires, and many of my stone works are the 
basis of my silver jewelries, too. My works are born as abstraction of thoughts, fig-
ures and feelings. My adventure is to express them without spelling out - just give 
the essence, no more. Most of my art pieces also have a second meaning: the fish 
is a hook, too, or the bat is a book, or the neuroscientist’s palette is a slice from  
a hippocampus. My works are born from contentment and the love of life.
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“It does not have to be scientific, just nice”—was the request at Janelia Farm 
 Research Campus. The butterfly is like that. A ball with two wings, no more and it is 
already a butterfly. Thin wings like scrolling up butter, touching the ground on tiny 
points just a moment before it flies away. But it is 2m high and ca 1400 lbs granite.

BUT TERFLY

granite
7 ’× 3 ,5 ’× 3’
Janelia Farm ResearchCampus, H H M I
A shburn, VA , USA
20 10.
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Turn the stem of a ginkgo leaf between the gap, then fold it back to form a swan 
neck. Curl both sides of the leaf over the neck to form the wing of the swan.

SWAN

marble 
folded ginkgo leaves form the swan
20”× 15 ”× 10”
Budapes t, H U
19 97.





carrara and red marble
7 ”× 7 ”× 2”
Budapes t, H U
20 17.

Every bird is born from an egg, even the big pelican. They can be egg, or resting 
their head between their wings or just floating with heads up.

PELICANS
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Watching a cat or dog stretching out in the morning, I’ve always felt a desire to be 
free like them. Starting a new day, without any effect of yesterday on it, no wor-
ries what happened before, just enjoying the new opportunity, a new day full with 
positive potential and energy.

MORNING CAT

granite, marble
1 4”× 16”× 3”
A shburn, VA , USA
20 0 8 .





When we expected our first child, I tried to express how I think about him. The two 
halves of the shell are constantly creating their pearl, growing and shining it.

SHELL WITH PEARL



marble
22”× 1 4”× 3”
A shburn, VA , USA
20 0 8 .
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A man and a woman keep a ball, the perfect object as the symbol of wholesome-
ness held in the place of the heart in the new common corp. Any of them steps 
away, the ball falls and breaks apart. They are separated.

MARRIAGE

granite, marble
16”× 8 ”× 3”
Aus ten T X , USA
20 15 .
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Hold me tight! Two dancing figures are joined together. The female dancer holds 
her partner tight with her thighs. The male figure balances his partner bending his 
posture backwards.

DANCERS

marble, soaps tone
10”× 10”× 2”
Budapes t, H U
20 1 1 .
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I’m watching you! I admire you, day and night!

NERO’S EYE

glass, marble
8 ”× 4”× 2”
Budapes t, H U
19 9 9 .
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Two spoons can form a spoonbill, standing on 2 chopsticks.

SPOONBILL ROSEATE

pink marble
3 4”× 21”× 1 4”
Florida, USA
20 1 8 .
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The “Birth of An Idea” is a 3D version of the “Calder’s brain”, hanging down from 
the ceiling of a social space of Janelia Farm filling ca. 1000 ft3 space. The spine cord 
hangs further. In the center of the brain, a small ‘thinking man’ sits. Upper body 
slightly bends forward, the two elbows rest on the imaginary bent knees, and the 
lower arms/hands are facing towards the thinking head. This shape resembles that 
of the hippocampal formation, fornix and amygdala, brain regions that are parts 
of the limbic system. The structure of the ‘thinking man’ consists of many neurons. 
They are woven together with their axons and dendrites around the cylindrical 
body. The ‘thinking man’ hangs in the middle of the brain, with some connections 
to other hanging neurons around it. Around the ‘thinking man’ LED-based illumi-
nation is used to emphasize it.

BIRTH OF AN IDEA

wood and wire
10’× 10’× 1 2’
Janelia Farm ResearchCampus, H H M I
A shburn, VA , USA
20 17.
Photo: Mat t Stanley
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CONTACT

Ber talan K Andrasfalvy M.D., Ph.D.

web: www.ludicreator.com

ludicreator@gmail.com

phone:+36-30 -393-1124 
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